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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
▪

Over the fourth quarter of 2020, Black Creek Global Balanced Fund Series F (the Fund) returned 6.1%, compared to the blended
benchmark, the MSCI World Total Return Index (60%) and the J.P. Morgan Global Government Bond Total Return Index (40%),
which returned 4.3% over the same period.

▪

The Fund outperformed its benchmark which was driven by positive security selection in both the equity and fixed-income
components of the Fund. Within the fixed-income portion, the allocation to high-yield corporate bonds also contributed to
performance. Hedging the Fund’s U.S. dollar exposure contributed to performance. The partial hedge benefited from the
Canadian dollar rising 4.6% relative to the U.S. dollar over the quarter.

CONTRIBUTORS TO PERFORMANCE
Cameco Corp. was among the leading contributors to Fund performance. Global uranium production has been reduced as a result of
COVID-19-related shutdowns. The company’s share price moved higher in response to expectations that a supply/demand rebalance
and improving fundamentals in the uranium market will lead to uranium price increases. ICICI Bank Limited also contributed to
performance. During the quarter, the bank announced record quarterly profits, which exceeded analysts’ estimates. The results were
led by better than-anticipated operating performance and lower-than-expected provisions for non-performing loans. The
announcement of positive vaccine results from three pharmaceutical companies also led to strong share price performance.

DETRACTORS FROM PERFORMANCE
Barrick Gold Corp. was among the leading detractors over the quarter. As investors’ risk appetite increased, the recent weakness in
the price of gold weighed on Barrick’s share price. We continue to believe that gold prices could be higher as there are multiple drivers
including a low-interest rate environment, continued central bank stimulus, a weaker U.S. dollar and continued global uncertainty.
Inovalon Holdings, Inc. also detracted from performance after announcing a reduction in full-year 2020 guidance related to the COVID19 pandemic. We continue to believe Inovalon presents a good opportunity in the health care technology space with a strong runway
for continued subscription growth.

PORTFOLIO ACTIVITY
There were three additions to the Fund during the quarter: Alibaba Group Holding, Compass Group PLC and OC Oerlikon AG. Alibaba
Group Holding is a Chinese multinational holding company specializing in e-commerce, retail, Internet, and technology. Compass

Group PLC is a U.K. based global leader in the provision of food service and support services. OC Oerlikon AG is a Swiss-based global
technology company with a focus on becoming a leader in surface solutions, advanced materials, and materials processing. Weakness
in share prices for Compass Group and OC Oerlikon related to the spread of the pandemic allowed us an attractive entry point, while
Alibaba Group’s shares were weak due to a Chinese government anti trust investigation.
A ServiceMaster Global Holdings, Inc. 5.125% 11/15/24 (144A) high-yield bond was liquidated. The issuer exercised its call option on
that bond to pay down debt and reduce leverage.

MARKET OVERVIEW
The start of 2021 will likely remain challenging given continued volatility in markets and disappointing economic activity as a result of
further pandemic-related lockdowns. We believe the delivery and distribution of vaccines in the first half of 2021 should lead to an
economic recovery in the latter half of the year given pent-up demand. We also expect the post-pandemic recovery will favour a
broader rally in stocks and help rebalance equity markets that have become heavily biased towards large-capitalization growth and
momentum stocks.
At Black Creek, we do not position our portfolios based on any short-term market views because we believe predictions based on what
the market or economy will do in the short term are inherently unreliable. As always, we will continue to look past the noise of the
markets and use market volatility to our advantage as we invest in a portfolio of winning businesses at attractive valuations.

For more information, please visit ci.com.

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read
the prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns net of fees and
expenses payable by the fund (except for figures of one year or less, which are simple total returns) including changes in security value
and reinvestment of all dividends/distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or
income taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change
frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
This document is provided as a general source of information and should not be considered personal, legal, accounting, tax or
investment advice, or an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell securities. Every effort has been made to ensure that the material contained
in this document is accurate at the time of publication. Market conditions may change which may impact the information contained in
this document. All charts and illustrations in this document are for illustrative purposes only. They are not intended to predict or project
investment results. Individuals should seek the advice of professionals, as appropriate, regarding any particular investment. Investors
should consult their professional advisors prior to implementing any changes to their investment strategies.
The authors and/or a member of their immediate family may hold specific holdings/securities discussed in this document. Any opinion
or information provided are solely those of the author and does not constitute investment advice or an endorsement or
recommendation of any entity or security discussed or provided by CI Global Asset Management.
The comparison presented is intended to illustrate the Mutual Fund’s historical performance as compared with the historical
performance of widely quoted market indexes or a weighted blend of widely quoted market indexes. There are various important
differences that may exist between the Mutual Fund and the stated indexes that may affect the performance of each. The objectives
and strategies of the Mutual Fund result in holdings that do not necessarily reflect the constituents of and their weights within the
comparable indexes. Indexes are unmanaged and their returns do not include any sales charges or fees. It is not possible to invest
directly in market indexes.
The opinions expressed in the communication are solely those of the author and are not to be used or construed as investment advice
or as an endorsement or recommendation of any entity or security discussed.
Certain statements contained in this communication are based in whole or in part on information provided by third parties and CI Global
Asset Management has taken reasonable steps to ensure their accuracy. Market conditions may change which may impact the
information contained in this document.
Certain statements in this document are forward-looking. Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are statements that are predictive in
nature, depend upon or refer to future events or conditions, or that include words such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “could,” “expect,”
“anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” or “estimate,” or other similar expressions. Statements that look forward in time or include
anything other than historical information are subject to risks and uncertainties, and actual results, actions or events could differ
materially from those set forth in the FLS. FLS are not guarantees of future performance and are by their nature based on numerous
assumptions. Although the FLS contained herein are based upon what CI Global Asset Management and the portfolio manager believe
to be reasonable assumptions, neither CI Global Asset Management nor the portfolio manager can assure that actual results will be
consistent with these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider the FLS carefully and not to place undue reliance on FLS. Unless required
by applicable law, it is not undertaken, and specifically disclaimed that there is any intention or obligation to update or r evise FLS,
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
Black Creek Investment Management Inc. is the portfolio sub-advisors to certain funds offered and managed by CI Global Asset
Management.
CI Global Asset Management is a registered business name of CI Investments Inc.
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